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Brand Expression - Crate and Barrel began with two individuals Gordon Segal and Carole Segal with a
tiny shop in a old dumbwaiter factory. They rented the space for 3 years at 350$ a month. This started the
focus of the brands visual identity with crate and barrel. They wanted to communicate their product through
word of mouth. Both Gordon and Segal’s families were both in the selling industry and both were able to sell.
They also focused on word of mouth. They focused on bringing furniture from Europe that no ones seen 
before. Something that you can only get at Crate and Barrel because they had to import It from Europe. 

Focus - Crate and Barrel focus on communication. They are a 
company that believe if its not broken don’t fix it. In that sense back in the
1960s when they first started, they sold their products by word of mouth 
and communication. That’s what they knew best. Their strategy of 
physical communication selling has stayed within the business throughout
 the years and their practice has only improved as the years gone by. Up 
until this very day the floor clerks and sellers make it a welcoming 
experience in purchasing an item at the store. 



Communication - Crate and barrel communicates its product in sections,
whether it be instore or online. Instore they separate their sections into room 
category. For example, Kitchen, bedroom, office, living room, etc. Whereas 
on their website they separate their sections depending on the item at hand. 
They do have shop per room but only for kitchen and outdoor. The rest are 
more tailored towards the generic item like rugs, lighting, furniture, tabletops,
décor and gifts and bath essentials… Not as organizes as its competitors for 
example Ikea sorts their sections by room how Crate and Barrel does it insto-
re. Crate and Barrel have their store basis well setup although their E-comm-
erce website is in need of some reconstructing to better accommodate and 
direct their potential online customers. 

Brand Identity
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The logo was designed by Tom Shortlidge in 1967 
and has stayed like that ever since. The company 
has not made any changes to the logo which mak-
es it look like a very strong grounded logo. That 
says a lot about their values and morals. 

Although the logo is composed of the font Helvetica, 
the letter C seems to be modified and possibly sket-
ched out rather than used by the Helvetica font. 
Some say it can be styled by the font ‘Avant Garde’ 
others say it was hand done themselves.

Hand sketched out C



Crate and Barrel has their very own well-
designed app as well! This app supports
all their inventory and online ecommerce 
store but in a app format to better suit 
those who shop on their phones!



Website interface and design

Item selections

Purpose: To offer high-quality products that are hand curated by the finest of architectural aesthetics. Al-
though in a podcast Gordon Segal said that he went on a trip with his wife to the Virgin Islands and they 
walked into a Scandinavian store that was selling tableware like forks and knives for dirt cheap and they both 
thought to themselves this would’ve costed way more back in the united states. This very idea of bringing 
these items back to the united states and selling them at a higher cost, stook with them for the entirety of 
their trip. That very idea is what carried out Crate and Barrel into what it is today. They didn’t have any real 
goals of benefiting the world. Although their current purpose statement has changed into something more 
meaningful and relatable. To me that sounds like Gordon had one mission in mind and that was to profit, al-
though the companies values today have since changed. 

Mission: A lead retail business and direct marketing company believing in the experience of physical store 
communication. They prefer face to face sales rather than online or self-served sales like one of their many 
competitors Ikea. Crate and Barrel believes in excellent customer service, driven employees and well-crafted 
exclusive European furniture. Crate and barrel have multiple locations that service more than 90 countries 
world-wide. Crate and Barrel work closely with their factories and European ateliers to produce the finest 
quality furniture and home pieces at an affordable price. Did you know Crate and Barrel were one of the first 
to offer affordable home goods in America?

Values: Their values have changed over the years, starting off small with one to seven locations to twenty 
to sixty locations in the upcoming years of their beginning. They have drastically changed their outlook on 
their core values. Gordon Segal and his wife Carole Segal started the business as a way of having a steady 
income. Although their intentions were solely to put food on their table it turned into putting a nice piece of 
filet mignon on their plate. their values and goals for the company have changed over the years to better ac-
commodate the customer over their own pocket. Their company has reached over its sales expectation 
within the first year making their small shop idea turn into a world-wide franchise. Crate and Barrel now 
values their very client’s interest over their own, trying to find any and every possible way to better suit their 
customers. Their intentions were never to have multiple locations. Although they did because they did what 
they loved to do most. Sell.

Responsible Packaging: They have a certification with FSC or Forest Stewardship Council. They essential-
ly use renewable fibers and water-based inks for their print on the shopping bags.

100% LED: All their stores use LED efficient light bulbs to maximize their energy efficiency by 66%. They 
also offer Tala LED’s for their customers for sale instore. 
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The release of their new packaging design. 



Brand Positioning: 

Audience: Their audience range is very wide. Mostly people who are moving in to their first homes or 
people who are looking for a new set of tableware. Crate and Barrel has everything you need to get your new 
home started or to spruce up your existing home with up to date modern to classical furniture. Crate and 
Barrel reaches over twenty-two million yearly visits and around a hundred million online visitors. Their audi-
ence ranges between people the age of twenty to sixty and now with their newest kids’ collection they’ve ex-
panded their audience range to be for younger kids also! This range of course will target specifically families 
with young kids which in turn will still target the adults which will range from twenty to forty year olds. 

Difference: The difference between Crate and Barrel and for example Ikea or Costco is that with Crate and 
Barrel you have someone there with you to help you pick the right item for your space. Ikea and Costco don’t 
really offer you that. They are both show rooms but at your own expense of interior knowledge. Crate and 
Barrel have specialist who come to you and help you decide what kind of couch or table that would work best 
with your space

Competition: Their top competitors are Costco, Amazon, and William-Sonoma. They are 4th place in over-
all culture score on Comparably. They score decently high compared to their competition of company giants 
like Costco and Amazon. 



Brand Heritage: 

Gordon Segal and his wife Carole 
Segal went on vacation for their honey-
moon and passed by a Scandinavian 
store and noticed how cheap the items 
were. They thought to themselves this 
can go for a lot of money back in Chi-
cago! So they decided to ask the store 
owner how they got their items for so 
cheap. The owner then responded that 
he knew a few factories and manufac-
tures in Europe that offered him cost at 
bulk. Gordon and Carole both remem-
bered that conversation throughout the 
entirety of their trip and they decided to 
bring that idea home with them. That is 
how the business started. The Segal’s 
then rented out an old dumbwaiter fac-
tory for 350 US dollars a month for 3 
years. They fixed up the place and 
used basically crates and barrels to fix 
up the walls and sides of the old facto-
ry. The logo only came after in around 
1967 when they first appeared in a 
published magazine with their logo on 
it. The company quickly expanded due 
to it not being fully run by the Segal’s. 
They franchised the business. Meaning 
anyone can open up a Crate and 
Barrel in their hometown. Of course 
they had to approve but this meant 
more expansion for the company at the 
building owners expense. The compa-
ny only grew bigger from here, the rest 
is history.



Advertising Consistency: Crate and Barrel can be seen as the 
apple of furniture. Whether it be their store, their website, their magazine, 
their advertisements or their persona. Their entire brand image has 
stayed simple as possible while keeping a professional undertone in 
design. They make things look interesting in the simplest of forms. Their 
advertisements are simple but eye catching, and their interior space lay-
outs are so simple looking but so difficult to mimic. They do everything 
with easy and their image stays the same consistently. Their personality 
mimics their tone and professionalism. Everything they do and everything 
they put out to sell has been carefully looked at and properly inspected to 
make sure it fits with the company and its company values. Crate and 
Barrel also do brand endorsements with famous actors and celebrities to 
help catch the attention of a wider audience.  
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HTTPS://FONTSINUSE.COM/USES/6651/CRATE-AND-BARREL

HTTPS://WWW.PINTEREST.CA/PIN/466685580106591246/

HTTPS://WWW.CRATEANDBARREL.CA/QUEBEC

HTTPS://WWW.GLASSDOOR.CA/PHOTOS/CRATE-AND-BARREL-OFFICE-PHO-
TOS-IMG1435797.HTM?COUNTRYREDIRECT=TRUE

HTTPS://WWW.CRATEANDBARREL.COM/ENVIRONMENT/ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY-PACKAGING

HTTPS://WWW.COMPARABLY.COM/COMPANIES/CRATE-AND-BARREL/COMPETITORS

HTTPS://WWW.CRATEANDBARREL.COM/ABOUT-CRATE-AND-BARREL

HTTPS://WWW.NPR.ORG/2019/11/14/779430273/CRATE-BARREL-GOR-
DON-SEGAL?FBCLID=IWAR2ARBAPVKG30MYK1FKRTXZOTRNOGJFXMOFBX4RMHGFDNMPCEJFTJUW1-JO

HTTPS://MEDIUM.COM/@ACABATAN/CRATE-BARREL-CASE-STUDY-CF8606B43A6A
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